137 their sampling locations for a phylogeographic reconstruction with the Sankoff algorithm ( Fig   138 2) . We tested both geographic and effective distances. Further, the phylogeographic 139 reconstruction was done using the simulated tree topology to assess the level of variation 140 introduced by the tree inference and the robustness of our method in case of inaccurate 141 topologies. 150 and their costs, and , respectively. For the root (shown in red), location A results in ( ) ( ) 151 the minimal cost and is assigned to that node (marked in green). Backtracking from the root to 152 assign all other locations is shown in panel B. Given that a parent node has been assigned 153 state , the child node will be assigned the state that minimizes . The result of the + ( ) 154 backtracking is indicated by arrows labeled with the costs and the states marked in green.
155 The reconstructed spread along the tree is shown on a map in panel C. 164 However, while the exact reconstructed paths differed from the simulated spread, most of the 165 inferred internal locations in Mexico were geographically close. To quantify these geographic 166 differences between spread paths, reconstructed phylogeographies were compared to the 167 known spread on the simulated tree by calculating discrete Fréchet tree distances [13] using 168 geographic distances between locations ( Fig 3A) . This method compares the paths of 169 locations from the root to each leaf node, calculates discrete Fréchet distances [22] between 170 them and corrects the distance for each node by the number of paths. 174 Boxplots of discrete Fréchet tree distances comparing simulated phylogeographies to 175 reconstructed phylogeographies, using a total of 50 simulations. In panel A, the 176 reconstructions use airports as locations and were performed on the tree inferred on 177 simulated sequences using geographic (red) and effective (green) distances, and on the 178 simulated tree, again using both geographic (blue) and effective (purple) distances. In panel 179 B, the reconstructions use countries, the same way as described above. Additionally, 180 reconstructions were inferred with BEAST with symmetric rates (green) and asymmetric rates 181 (yellow).
182
183 For both the inferred and the simulated trees, the reconstruction using effective distances 184 resulted in a lower distance compared to the reconstruction using geographic distances (P-185 values of paired t-test:
for inferred trees, for reconstructed trees). 7.6 × 10 −10 1.4 × 10 −10 186 However, both reconstructions with effective distances showed a small number of outliers 187 with distances as high as in the analysis with geographic distances. When using geographic 188 distances, the phylogeographic reconstruction using the inferred tree resulted in higher 189 distances compared to the analysis on the simulated tree (P-value of paired t-test: 3.7 × 10 −9 190 ), indicating that errors introduced by the tree inference influenced the results. When using 191 effective distances, no significant difference was observed between reconstructions using the 192 inferred and simulated tree (P-value of paired t-test: ). However, using the simulated 0.1197 193 tree resulted into a lower variance.
194 While the Fréchet tree distance measures distances between the entire spread routes, we 195 further had a closer look at the inferred root locations. Since root locations indicate the 196 possible origin of an outbreak, these are of particular interest. Veracruz, the correct root 197 location in our simulation, wasn't inferred except in two cases -once using geographic 198 distances on the inferred tree, and once using effective distances on the simulated tree.
199 However, the correct country of origin was inferred in the majority of cases when using 200 effective distances. Interestingly, although no significant differences were observed when 201 comparing the Fréchet tree distances, the reconstruction with the inferred tree topology 202 inferred the country of origin less accurately (in 72% of the cases, compared to 98% on the 203 simulated tree topology). When geographic distances were used, Mexico was only inferred as 204 the origin in 24% of the simulations when using inferred topologies, and 34% when using 205 simulated ones. Instead, the origin was placed in the US for most of the cases (74% and 206 62%, respectively).
207 Using the same 50 simulations as before, we repeated the analysis using countries instead of 208 airports as locations. With this resolution, a comparison to the Bayesian reconstruction using 209 BEAST was possible. As before, discrete Fréchet tree distances were calculated to compare 210 the reconstruction to the reference data ( Fig 3B) . The parsimonious reconstruction using 211 countries was comparable to the reconstruction using airports: using effective distances 212 resulted in lower Fréchet tree distances than geographic ones (P-values of paired t-test: 1.5 ×
213
for inferred trees, for simulated trees). Fréchet tree distances were lower on 10 −9 5.6 × 10 −6 214 reconstructions using the simulated tree topology as with the inferred one, but only when 215 using geographic distances (P-values of paired t-test: for geographic distances, 0.0231 0.3483 216 for effective ones). Phylogeographic reconstructions using BEAST with symmetric rates 217 showed higher distances than the parsimonious reconstruction with effective distances, but 218 were comparable to the reconstruction with geographic distances (P-values of paired t-test:
219
for the comparison to geographic distances, for the comparison to effective 0.2668 3.7 × 10 −5 220 distances). Using asymmetric rates for the Bayesian reconstruction resulted in similar, but 221 slightly lower distances.
222 For nearly all datasets and analyses, the root was placed either in Mexico or the US, with 223 effective distances inferring Mexico more often (70% of the cases using the inferred tree 224 topology and 96% on the simulated one) than geographic distances (34% and 62%, 225 respectively). Bayesian analyses inferred Mexico as the origin in 46% of the datasets when 226 using symmetric rates, and in 66% when using asymmetric rates. 249 250 Our method inferred Mexico City for the root node of the tree and therefore as the origin of the 251 outbreak. With that, we successfully reconstructed the correct country of origin. Mexico City is 252 the main airport of the country and was assigned to all sequences sampled in Mexico due to 253 the lack of more accurate geographic information. The actual suspected origin in La Gloria in 254 the state Veracruz is around 300km away from our inferred origin. The lack of more precise 255 information about the sampling locations likely prevents our method to infer the origin more 256 closely. However, for some internal nodes our method inferred Cancún, a second location in 257 Mexico. This demonstrates that our approach is able to infer intermediate locations which 270 and Philadelphia (11). As expected with effective distances, the method infers large airports, 271 but not only the largest airports of the region (as measured by the number of passengers) or 272 the airports with the highest numbers of sequences (S1 Table) . 291 To evaluate the phylogeographic reconstruction, we first simulated geographic spread using 292 GLEAMviz and then the sampling, trees and sequences using FAVITES. It should be noted 293 that the list of transmissions generated by GLEAMviz didn't include transitions to locations 294 that have been previously infected; an assumption which might be adequate for the very 295 beginning of a pandemic but not in later stages. Further, the sampling process was simplified, 296 with locations randomly chosen for sampling and only a small number of sequences per 297 sampled location, while real influenza A virus sequences usually show a distinct geographic 298 bias. Since the sequence diversity and tree resolution were similar to real pH1N1 sequence 299 data and comparable locations were observed, we believe the simulation was appropriate for 300 an evaluation of phylogeographic methods despite these simplifications. To our knowledge, 301 no other reference dataset with known phylogeographic spread exists as an alternative.
302 By comparing the reconstructed spread paths to the simulated ground truth using discrete 303 Fréchet tree distances, we showed that our method using effective distances inferred the 304 phylogeographic spread more accurately than with geographic distances or the analysis with 305 BEAST. However, when only considering the root instead of complete paths, the BEAST 306 analysis with asymmetric rates inferred the correct country of origin more accurately than the 307 reconstruction using geographic distances, and was comparable to the reconstruction with 308 effective distances. The difference between effective and geographic distances indicated that 
